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Greetings to our partners and friends from around the world,

Winter is almost upon us, and we have so much news to share. This edition of CHEETAH CHAT sports a whole new

look, in line with our recently revealed website.

This new interactive website, created by Originblu Communications, has been conceptualised with the user as the

sole motivator and designed with the Centre's segmented markets in mind. Realising the unique challenge of

responding to a very varied audience, each with specific needs, it was decided to effectively create six websites

in one, making the website suitable for one and all.

Our blog is proving to be very popular with HESC's students, who use the "soap box" as a means to brag about

their exciting "bush" adventures. We've also added a section for our cheetahs, and each month we pick one of

them to write about. Not to be outdone, staff members Erika and Gretha keep us entertained with their weekly

updates of the goings-on at the Centre.

Remember to like us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter...and ask your friends to do the same!

Should you have any suggestions in terms of content that you would like to learn about, please drop us a line.

Our intention is to add value to you by way of informative, entertaining and uplifting content.

Yours in Conservation,

The HESC Team.

These shoes were made for walking
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These shoes were made for walking

We recently launched our ‘Leave your footprint’ campaign. Starting with Paulos Ngobeni Primary school -

HESC's existing charity - the initiative will serve to assist disadvantaged schools within the Limpopo Province

community,

Founder members of the US Friends of the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre - Heidi and Allen Roberts -

contacted the Centre offering to donate a computer to the school, and this essentially kick-started the campaign.

You can read more about this exceptional support to the HESC below. 

Click here to read more.

Seen here Heidi Roberts (US Friends) at Paulos Ngobeni School

F ive cheetahs relocated to the HESC

On Sunday 17th April, five cheetahs were successfully relocated to HESC. After many months of preparation and

much anticipation, five cheetahs – an adult female with three sub-adult cubs and an adult male – were

successfully relocated to their new home at the Centre. The transfer is part of HESC’s ongoing breeding

programme.

In 2010, SANParks (South African National Parks) projected that some of the cheetah in the Mountain Zebra

National Park would eventually need to be relocated to new homes to ensure the genetic integrity of the cheetah

population as well as the park’s ecosystem.

With the necessary permits in place and a letter of support from the Limpopo Province, the cheetahs were

transported in two vehicles from the Mountain Zebra National Park, near Cradock. Watched over by four staff

members and supported by the expertise of Dr Zimmerman, the transfer was carried off without a hitch.

Click here to read the full story. 
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Cheetahs on arrival at the HESC

New kids on the block

We are very pleased to announce the arrival of our two new blue cranes. After much deliberation, we finally

decided to bring the two females - Pikkie and Layta - to live at the Centre. They live in the camp right across

from the Deli area, where they keep guests thoroughly entertained with their beautiful calls and displays. 

We're extremely relieved that Michael (the King Cheetah who lives next door to Pikkie and Layta) hasn't shown

any interest in these majestic birds.

Mrs Roode has been very successful in breeding South Africa's national bird. After starting with just two breeding

pairs, she currently has 16 birds at her home on the Kapama Game Reserve. It's no easy task raising Blue Crane

chicks, but Mrs Roode's passion and dedication for these birds has seen another three grow into healthy adults in

the last year.

Hopefully we'll be able to exchange one of our new females with a male, so that we can have a breeding pair at

the Centre too.

http://www.hesc.co.za/
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Blue Crane taking its f irst steps onto its enclosure at the HESC

Red Caracal  re leased onto Kapama Nature Reserve

At the beginning of December last year HESC received a phone call from a farmer who was experiencing

problems with a Red caracal on his livestock farm. Fortunately he decided against killing this beautiful animal, as

is so often the case in these situations. Christo (curator) and Werdy (guide) drove all the way to Roetan to fetch

the reprobate cat. Upon arrival at HESC the caracal was immediately quarantined so that we could give him a

check-up and allow his wounded nose time to heal. He soon regained his health, and last week we decided that

the time had come for him to return to the wild. We decided to release him on Kapama because caracals are

rarely seen on the reserve, but more importantly there are no farms anywhere near the reserve. Which means

the cat will stay out of trouble!

Click here to read more.

Red Caracal released onto Kapama Game Reserve

Fr iends of HESC

Several years ago a New York couple visited Camp Jabulani. They fell in love with it and HESC, which they visited

while at the Lodge. Allen and Heidi Roberts returned from South Africa determined to help Lente Roode (HESC's

founder) with her work at the Centre.

To that end they established US Friends of HESC, and set about organizing a series of dinner parties in their Park

Avenue home to raise funds for the project. Dinners in 2011 are scheduled as follows:

12-16 September 2011

19-23 September 2011

Dinners will be held every night over the above periods, and the cost is $500 per person to participate. 

Contact Heidi & Allen to reserve your space. 
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Email us if you're interested in starting a Friends of HESC in your country.

Sponsored students

The US Friends of the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre allocated $5000 of their  total funds raised towards

education. The only stipulation was that the recipient must be equipped with the necessary skills to qualify for a

career in conservation. 

We're pleased to say that this venture has proved to be a huge success. Innocent Subuyi - our current sponsored

student - has decided to continue his studies in the tourism industry.

Elleck Dibakoane recently completed his two week trial internship, and Simon Mnisi is currently busy with his. We

only have two more interns to go before deciding on the best candidate to replace Innocent.

SPONSORSHIPS & DONATIONS

G & H TRANSPORT AND REPAIRS

Apart from adopting one of our cheetahs recently – which is in itself a bighearted and incredible gesture –

Heather Giannoccaro (co-owner of G&H Transport and Repairs) has literally motored her way down HESC’s

dauntingly long “wish list”, and ticked off the items one by one. This wonder woman has pulled strings, twisted

arms, called in favours, begged, pleaded, and cajoled in order to get us everything we need to ensure the

ongoing and smooth running of the Centre .

From cash donations (for those much needed small items that don’t make it onto the list) to truck tyres and

medical equipment, G&H Transport, along with their friends, family, and co-workers, have really pulled out all

the stops for us.

Click here to see the impressive list of items that Heather has collected on our behalf.

G & H Adoption
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G & H Adoption

Jimmy & Heather Giannoccaro, Craig Paul, Rosemary Blignaut and Lesley Blignaut with Khula

NKOMAZI  FUEL  AND OIL

In the fuel industry Nkomazi Fuel and Oil have paved the way for various fuel companies striving for excellence.

Although they have only been in the industry for eight years to date, they are known for their commitment to

customer satisfaction and their consideration of the environment. Nkomazi Fuel and Oil currently have ten

branches throughout the Lowveld and are rapidly expanding.

Nkomazi Fuel and Oil was generous enough to donate diesel to the Hoedspruit Endangered Species Centre every

month, for which we are extremely grateful considering that a large percentage of our income is generated from

tours through the Centre and of course diesel is essential for vehicles to operate and expensive as well.



Clearly the cheetahs love Nkomazi too!

AUGUSTINE MEDICAL SOUTH AFRICA,  MARK MINTER

Bair hugger machines can be found in all human hospitals, and are also used at the Onderstepoort Veterinary

Institute. The machine's temperature can be set to anywhere from 28ºC to 43ºC. It works with blankets which

have pores to allow the passage of warm air . The patient is placed on the blanket and automatically surrounded

by warm air, thereby keeping the body temperature stable.

We are extremely grateful for the donation of a Bair hugger machine. A sales representative came to the Centre

to show us exactly how to use it. It will definitely come in handy when performing operations on our animals. 

The Bair Hugger Machine



HESC supports Earth Hour

This year we decided to embrace Earth Hour wholeheartedly. We felt this worthy cause deserved our full

attention since everyone that works at HESC has a passion for conservation, and we wanted to do our bit

towards taking care of our planet. We thought long and hard about what we could do, and cramming all the ideas

we came up with into a single hour just wasn’t going to work.

We were all so full of enthusiasm that we needed to think outside the box!

And that’s when we arrived at the idea to support Earth Hour beyond 2011. Our aim was to make staff and

visitors aware of our project, which we’d christened Earth Hour 60+. 

Click here to read more.

HESC supports Earth Hour

V is i tors

Princess Michael of Kent

On the 2nd of March Prince and Princess Michael of Kent visited Camp Jabulani and HESC. Other guests included

Jean-Yves Ollivier, Paul Niccoli, Guerrand-Hermes, Xavier Guerrand-Hermes, Monique Rosenthal, and Philippe

Queffelec.

http://www.hesc.co.za/
http://www.earthhour.org/
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Seen here with Mrs. Roode is Princess Michael and XXX

Manuel Escorcio 

We were honoured to have this big star visit us recently. He thoroughly enjoyed the tour of the Centre, and we

hung on his every word as he regaled us with stories from his youth.

http://www.hesc.co.za/


Seen here, Manuel Escorcio

HESC Student programme

Our Student Programme is proving to be as popular as ever. We've already hosted four groups since the

beginning of the year, and have just welcomed the first of our June students.

Follow our blog to see what the student programme are up to each month.

Our exciting new campaign, "These shoes are made for walking", is an initiative driven by the Students

programme. Each student joining the programme leaves a pair of shoes on their departure to be enjoyed by a

lesser priveleged learner of the Paulos Ngobeni School. 

"Oomfy" auct ion

Oomfy – an organisation that helps orphaned animals – heard about the work we do at HESC, and asked if they

could support one of the animals at the Centre. We sent them a list of animals to choose from, but it was Zeta

and Heidi that really tugged at their heartstrings. Heidi the sheep was a surrogate mother to many orphaned

animals at HESC, and Zeta the quirky zebra was the last in a long line of recipients to be mothered by this

phenomenally selfless ewe. 

In December the baby version of Zeta (which has a single photo of Zeta and Heidi) hit the shelves in the United

States. These products are not available locally, so we’ve decided to auction off the Oomfy version of Zeta that

we received from the organisation.

Email us your bid, and you could be the happy owner of this gorgeous fluffy toy. 

Click here to read more.
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Oomfy the zebra, and book

The l i fe and t imes of Spott ie

In November 2007 we welcomed four African spotted eagle owls from a Zoo in Johannesburg. Two of them have

since been successfully released back into the wild, but unfortunately Spottie had an irrepairable hanging elbow

and couldn't be released. 

At the beginning of February Spottie started limping. A visit to the vet revealed that he'd lost the blood supply to

the bottom part of his foot, and the lower part of his leg had to be amputated. Fortunately birds adapt quite

quickly, so the missing limb didn’t seem to bother him too much. Click here to read the full story.

Spottie suffered a minor setback when a blood clot formed where the stitches were inserted, which resulted in a

second amputation further up the leg. The wound healed perfectly, however, and Spottie was returned to his

enclosure. 

Sadly, a week later we found Spottie dead in his camp with a broken neck. All we can think is that he tried to

climb to a higher vantage point and slipped.

http://blog.hesc.co.za/2011/02/the-life-and-times-of-spottie/


Spottie the owl

Joe

Camp Jabulani is HESC's original success story, and proof that one person really can make a difference.

Towards the end of 2010 we witnessed a rather unusual turn of events at the camp. As visitors to both Camp

Jabulani  and HESC know, the intention was never to offer Elephant Back Safaris as a purely commercial venture.

The idea grew out of necessity, as a way had to be found to care for the elephants that had been rescued.

So when Joe decided to fly the coop, we supported him wholeheartedly. It's never been our policy to keep

animals against their will, and since Joe clearly demonstrated that he would like to try living in the wild, it was

up to us to honour that desire.

Joe has since returned to visit his family from time to time, and has in fact recently spent the night!

Click here to read more

Adopt ions

Olivia Banda and Cindy Price have both proven that the power of one is boundless. As part of our new "Junior

Adoptions" campaign, these two forward thinking kids each adopted a cheetah for the year. Olivia chose Max and

Cindy picked Sheila, one of our seven month old cubs.

Sheila was also adopted by the Wetselaar family from Johannesburg, who returned two days later to visit and

take photos of their newest family member. The rest of the cubs thoroughly enjoyed the visit as well. They

purred so loudly that it sounded like a helicopter had landed in the enclosure.

Khula - part of our "Senior Adoptions" campaign - was adopted by Heather and Jimmy Giannoccaro, owners and

representatives of G&H Transport and Repairs. After attending a wedding in the area, the Giannoccaros and some

of their co-workers spent a night at Kapama River Lodge so that they could visit G&H Transport and Repairs'

newest team member. 
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HESC's main focus has always been on endangered species, but until now only the cheetah has been part of the

adoption programme. That's all going to change however, as we're embarking on an exciting new venture that

will see the Wild dogs, Ground hornbills, Black-footed cats and Sable antelope being included in the programme

as well.

The Wild dogs were the first to benefit from this inspired initiative. Janet & Scott Macgregor adopted Dugie, and

Kim Taylor adopted Bolt.

Mrs Mea van Dyk and Mrs Petra van Vugt - two wonderful ladies from the Netherlands - adopted Taco and Timo.

Click here to read more.

From left to right, Taco & Timo

P ioneer for change at Camp Jabulani

A strong interest by Camp Jabulani's clientele into the practices conducted HESC led to the Pioneer For Change

programme. Launched in November 2010, this hands-on initiative has been enthusiastically received. The Pioneer

For Change programme enables visitors to become actively involved in a working day at the HESC.

Although a visit to the HESC is always offered to Camp Jabulani's guests, many have expressed the desire for a

more interactive and participative experience as opposed to the guided tour where animals are simply observed.

 Click here to read more.

Sprucing things up

It's been an exciting and stressful time here at HESC. Our offices moved to reception, the Curio shop moved to

our offices, and the safari vehicle parking area moved to the Centre's main entrance! All in a bid to repair our

sadly sagging roofs.
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Whew...we're still not exactly sure how we managed to get everything done and reorganized, but it was a

success and that's all that matters!  The experience did afford us the opportunity to do a thorough clean out

however, because - as you can just imagine - we'd collected a lot of stuff in the 20 years since HESC first opened

its doors.

It took four seemingly endless months to complete the project, but now things are finally back to normal. It

might not have been the most pleasant of events, but it certainly was an adventure. And now we know for sure

that we really cope with anything! 

Our rangers also jumped in and gave our Education Centre a much needed make-over, and the result is quite

spectacular! Now we can continue to educate learners and visitors in style.

News from the vet

We are in the process of upgrading our animal hospital so that it's more in keeping with the world class research

we’re currently conducting. This self-same research has led us to develop a new and improved supplement, which

we are clinically testing. Hopefully we’ll be in a position to report back with positive test results in the not too

distant future.

A day in the l i fe of an HESC ranger

Life as a guide does not just consist of taking guests on tours. Here at the Centre we like to keep our guides

busy and fit even when we don’t have visitors. On these slightly quieter days they get the opportunity to work

with our curator, Christo Schreiber.

Click here to read more.

Staff  updates

In the past couple of months we've welcomed three guides to the HESC family. You’ll hear more about Henk

Labuschagne, Coenraad Oosthuizen and Bertus Potgieter as soon as we can coax them in from the field long

enough for an interview and photo shoot.

Elsie Rosslee will be taking over as manager of the Deli. Elsie owned Matumi Lodge for 20 years, and we believe

with her expertise she is sure to make a success of her new venture.

We bid a fond farewell to Marilize von Berg (assistant curator) and Elize Gildenhuys (Deli manager) who are

leaving us in search of greener pastures. We wish them both everything of the best in her future endeavours. 
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Seen here from left to right are Henk, Jaco and Bertus

 


